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1. North Entry
2-4. Gaming Floor 
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The Gaming Floor presented particularly difficult challenges. Its situation in 
an unusually shaped section of the Casino building, between two heritage 
listed vaulted spaces occupied by the North Restaurant and the Loco Bar, 
and the requirement to provide a primary entrance from North terrace 
added to the constraints.

As the area had to compete with the adjacent heritage spaces, strong 
theatrical statements were required: Huge ten-meter diameter lighting 
fixtures and reinstated Bohemian Crystal Chandeliers from the original fitout, 
against a backdrop of reflective surfaces and dramatic concealed lighting 
achieved the desired effect.

 The lower gaming machine spaces lined with timber veneers and 
upholstered panels in warm tones allow for a high degree of patron comfort. 
Dramatic cut timber and bronze mirror screens break up and define the line 
between bar, gaming and circulation.

“WeBB + has  
reinvigorated the interior  
and activated the street  
edges of Skycity Adelaide”
Artichoke, 13 September, 2005
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Located in the West End area of the Crown Entertainment Complex,
the Riverside Lounge is a members only slots lounge catering to an
increasingly demanding clientele.

Rich fabric screens and extensive ceiling fixtures coupled with a
generosity of space and facility create a highly embellished destinational
space, raising a new benchmark in gaming design.

1. LoungE AREA
2. EntRy

3.BAR        
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CROWN RIVERSIDE LOUNGE
CROWN LTD

MELBOURNE

“THIS DESIGN SETS A NEW
BENCHMARK IN GAMING
SPACES”
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A new bar and gaming area created within the historic Marble Hall of 
the Casino, completed from inception to completion in 3 months. The 
simple form of the bar and the extensive use of mirror are a response to 
the heritage interior and strong architectural form of the existing space. 
This simplicity is echoed by the vast crystal bubble chandelier adding 
elegance and drama without distracting from the surroundings. Plush and 
comfortable furnishings are offset by a richly toned carpet, with the pattern 
being derived from the existing window configuration.

1, 2, 3. views TowArd THe  CHAndelier 
bAr, froM THe new gAMing AreA
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MARBLE HALL
ADELAIDE 
SKY CITY

“THE DESIGN TAPS INTO 
THE ELEGANCE OF SOME 
OF EUROPE’S GRANDEST 
CASINOS FOR INSPIRATION”
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Refreshment of the old high rollers area to create a high quality mid tier 
gaming area of primarily table games. A rich palette of finishes provide 
warmth and drama to the double height space with overscale chandeliers, 
offset against red gloss panels, echoing an understated asian influence.

1. double height space
2. baR and gaming aRea

3. custom lighting oveR 
staiR to uppeR level
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RIVIERA ROOM 
BURSWOOD ENTERTAINMENT COMPLEX

PERTH 
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A new dedicated poker room to maximise the revived popularity of poker 
and provide for tournaments. Robust but subtle finishes of upholstered 
panels, marble and timber provide a sophisticated palette.

1.

 POKER ROOM
BURSWOOD ENTERTAINMENT COMPLEX

PERTH
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Refurbishment of existing bowls club including gaming lounge, lobby, 
administration offices and bowlers facilities. The aim was to create an 
environment that was light and cheerful including outdoor motifs such as 
flowers and bright natural colours.

musgrave hill bowls club
QUEENSLAND

RUBICON





The revitalisation of the Gaming and related Food & Beverage 
areas of the Club has resulted in a facility that is a credible 
alternative to other casino venues. The Club now presents a 
sophisticated and diverse offer to its members.

This project was in association with Rubicon Construction. 

1.  GAMING ROOM
2. SPORTS BAR

3. BINGO ENTRY
4. SPORTS BAR ENTRY

BROTHERS LEAGUES CLUB 
TOWNSVILLE, QUEENSLAND

“BEST CLUB NORTH 
QUEENSLAND 2008, IGT & 
CLUBS QLD  AWARDS FOR 
EXCELLENCE 2011” QLD GAMING
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A complete refurbishment of an existing RSL combining a more 
sophisticated club like feel to the gaming lounge bar and cafe areas. The 
need for a dignified approach to the RSL memorabilia areas underscoring 
the reverence for these objects and their connection to the origins of the 
RSL was achieved with elegant structures and strong materiality.

1. Lounge
2.gAming AReA

3.memoRAbiLiA cAbineT

BRIBIE ISLAND RSL
QUEENSLAND

RUBICON
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grange room
Skycity 

AdelAide

1. Gaming Floor
2. Chandelier

3.Lounge
4.Reception Desk

1.

A limited soft refurbishment of gaming areas to provide a members table 
gaming area. The space was lightened and freshened with a palette of 
textured and patterned wallpapers to create a welcoming, sophisticated 
ambience with references to traditional European gaming establishments.
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sports bar
Skycity 

AdelAide
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A limited refurbishment to improve the existing Sports 
Bar area. New bar cladding and opening up of the bar 
to improve service access and circulations for patrons  
combines with a dedicated TAB station and enlarged 
viewing area to create a relaxed atmosphere with 
masculine touches in the new finishes. 
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Carbon, an expansive new Sports Bar forms a destinational offer within the 
Burswood Entertainment Complex, providing state of the art technology 
and superior user comfort in what is a benchmark development for this 
type of facility. This area also provides facilities for TAB and Keno which 
fully utilise the AV systems.

Carbon bar
BURSWOOD ENTERTAINMENT COMPLEX 

PERTH
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A new welcoming bar as part of the entry experience. Cut metal screens 
delineate the seating areas but maintain views to the gaming floor. Backlit 
onyx and warm colours provide a warm ambience.

1. view from new entry
2. Backlit onyx to Bar
3. intimAte seAting And 

metal screens
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 MESH BAR
BURSWOOD ENTERTAINMENT COMPLEX

PERTH
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A major entry experience as part of the upgrade of the casino gaming 
floor. A large space allowing flexibility for extensive display, but with 
sufficient detail and rich materials to have interest when empty. A unique 
21st century chandelier offers a sound and lightshow kinetic experience.

1. generAl view towArds gAming floor
2. gAming floor entry

3. light sculpture/chAndelier
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ENTRANCE
BURSWOOD ENTERTAINMENT COMPLEX

PERTH






